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ABSTRACT 

Image segmentation is a Computer Vison process in which an input image is split into 
different and fully-disjoint parts, which are considered to possess a certain characteristic 
of interest (they have almost the same color, a resembling texture, they represent the same 
object inside a scene, etc.). In most scenarios, the key for a successfully image analysis, in 
which there is required a high-level interpretation of its content, may be found in a 
correct segmentation, but, unfortunately, in most of the real-life cases, this is a very 
difficult task. Our method is based on deep learning neural network architectures, which 
hold state of the art accuracy for pixel-wise segmentation on various challenges. We will 
design and train different architectures and use all of them together as a voting-based 
image segmentation system. 

KEYWORDS: Image Segmentation, Convolutional Neural Network, Machine Learning, 
Deep Semantic Segmentation, Thresholding, Region Growing, Split and Merge 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

FCN-s or Fully Convolutional Networks [1] are learning models which can output a pixel-
wise, dense prediction, and are widely used for various image segmentation tasks. A Fully 
Convolutional Neural Network is similar to a usual Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN), with multiple convolutional layers stacked on top of each other, mixed with 
nonlinearities (ReLU) and max-pooling layers, but differentiates itself by replacing the 
final fully connected layer with another convolutional layer having a large "receptive 
field". The purpose is to analyze the scene in its entirety (the objects found in the image 
and a rough estimate of their location), in order to get an accurate prediction for each 
individual pixel. 
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This model architecture differs from traditional models because it uses no fully-connected 
layers, instead relying completely on convolution and upsampling operations. This is 
because the last fully-connected layers are usually used for classification, thus eliminating 
any spatial information, which is very important in dense prediction tasks, like the pixel-
wise image segmentation. As shown in Figure 1, the FCN model first performs many 
layers of convolution on the image to extract a multiscale feature representation of the 
image, with the dimension (Hi, Wi, Ci), where Ci is the number of channels or kernels. 

 
Figure 1. A fully convolutional neural network architecture 

The architecture begins with a series of “shallow” layers, which are progressively 
replaced by “deep” layers. Shallow layers apply a low number of small filters to the 
image, preserving most of the image’s dimensions, while the deep layers are much 
smaller in height and width, but contain more channels of information. Finally, the last 
layer performs a transposed convolution that increases the dimensions to (H, W, C0), 
whose height and width are the same as the input image, with the depth in each pixel 
being the likelihood that the pixel belongs to each of the C0 classes. 

Figure 2 illustrates the actual number of convolutions and max-pooling operations that 
each layer has, together with the upsampling convolutional layers. The concept of 
Deconvolution (upsampling or transposed convolution) first appeared in [11] and is a 
special case of convolution capable of producing larger feature maps from smaller ones, 
very useful in generative models and dense prediction tasks. This idea was first 
introduced for segmentation in [12]. 

Starting with this architecture, we can easily extend our models with different CNN 
architectures and various type of layers and training procedures, which can be used in a 
voting manner to get the best accuracy on an evaluation dataset. 
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Figure 3. An illustration of the Split and Merge method. The resulting regions can be stored in a 

quad tree. 

Other recent developments include compression-based methods [6, 7], which hypothesize 
that an optimal segmentation of an image also minimizes the coding length of the data, 
histogram-based methods, which have been found useful in video tracking [8], due to 
their efficiency compared to other image segmentation methods, and graph partitioning 
methods [9, 10], which model the image as a weighted, undirected graph. 

3. RELATED WORK - DEEP SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION 

Almost all models developed to-date, including those mentioned above, rely on pixel-
level linear classification or other methods with limited predictive power, such as decision 
trees. Neural networks, by contrast, have the potential to learn highly nonlinear decision 
boundaries and eliminate tedious human feature engineering. Current state-of-the art 
methods for semantic image segmentation include basic deep convolutional networks 
(employed by Chen et al. [2] in conjunction with conditional random fields), fully 
convolutional networks (Long et al. [1]), and deconvolutional networks (Noh et al. [3]). 
Of great interest are also models originally intended for object detection (which are 
frequently applicable to segmentation to some extent) such as the R-CNN model 
developed by Girshick et al. [4]. 

 
Figure 4. Images from the KITTI Road dataset, with the annotated ground-truth 
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We extended the KITTI training data set, by also including mirrored version of the 
training images. Consequently, while the original KITTI Road dataset consists of 289 
training images, our dataset uses 580 training images. For evaluation, 34 images are used. 
The FCN architecture is implemented using the TensorFlow open-source machine 
learning framework. 

The following measures were used for the evaluation: Precision, Recall and harmonic 
mean (F1-measure, β = 1). The best accuracy obtained with FCN architecture was 
achieved after 300 epochs, with Precision = 0.967, Recall = 0.920, F1_measure = 0.943. 
A sample result is shown in figure 5. 

6. FURTHER WORK ON FCN 

For future work, we will focus our attention on the PASCAL VOC 2011 segmentation 
training set. A bigger, and perhaps more relevant, collection of training images (Hariharan 
et al. [13]), will be used to train on models on 90 provided classes, thus moving beyond 
binary classification (as in the road segmentation problem). Different convolutional neural 
network architectures must be tested, in order to determine which one provides the most 
satisfying results. 

 
Figure 6. Sample images from the PASCAL VOC 2011 training/validation data 

7. INSTANCE OBJECT DETECTION AND SEGMENTATION 

In the following, we propose another use of semantic segmentation, by augmenting an 
Object Detection neural network pipeline with segmentation for individual instances. One 
of its most popular and useful functions is that of extracting semantic features from high 
dimensional data, such as 2D streams of data, as is the case with video streams. In the 
past, people have made intensive, unsuccessful efforts of manually extracting features 
from 2D images using various techniques. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) offer a 
way of automatically extracting semantically useful features from high dimensional data 
by enforcing some constraints like the fact that a filter applied to an image should be 
invariant to its position on the image. The CNN is a Neural Network that contains 
multiple convolutional layers. A convolution operation is achieved by sliding a kernel 
over the input and computing the dot product between the input and the filter. The 
convolved feature is the result of this operation. The use of convolutional networks for 
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job is to propose ROIs (regions of interest) for the network to analyze as potential 
candidates for the presence of objects. 

These candidates are scored based on their projection quality onto original ground truth 
bounding boxes. 

The network then crops out the feature map according to these proposals given by the 
RPN using the RoIAlign layer. The RoIAlign layer is a quantization-free layer that 
accurately keep the spatial locations of the features. 

The crops are then resized to fix dimensions and passed to the 3 parallel branches that 
form the head of the network: the bounding box regression branch, the bounding box 
classification branch and the mask segmentation branch. The roles of each of these 
branches are the following: 

• The bounding box regression branch - outputs deviations from the original 
positions of the region of interest detected by the RPN, fine-tuning the exact 
location of the box such that it faithfully covers the object of interest. 

• The bounding box classification branch - predicts the class score of the object in 
question with respect the existing classes the network is training on. 

• The mask segmentation branch - come up with individual instances and pixel-
wise segmentation masks for each object instance. 

If the tasks are complementary, then sharing the encoder can be beneficial in allowing the 
tasks to achieve a higher score than without sharing the convolutional encoder backbone. 

At inference time, each of the tasks outputs its corresponding results which are 
subsequently applied to the original image for visualization purposes. 

7.1. Design details 

The system architecture is based upon the following elements: 

• Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) - this is the shared encoder 
between the three branches of the architecture (presented as the first architecture). 
It is responsible for transforming a high dimensional input, i.e. an image to a 
lower dimensional condensed representation of the image, whose space is better 
for class separation, and boundary detection. The result of this stage is a feature 
map with dimensions [w, h, c], w being the weight, h the height and c the number 
of filters. The following image illustrates the output of this stage. 
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